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Hobby Centre is a society that organizes events based on an array of hobbies from every possible
field, be it the common or the uncommon. It aims to give students a platform to learn new skills,
explore hidden talents and interest as well as to gain exposure and refine their abilities. With its
fast growing popularity and high demand for more events, hobby centre is getting bigger and
better day by day. The society holds bi-annular events of one/two days each. Term I events are
scheduled for the third week of September and shall incorporate workshops, competitions, etc.

Fastest Texting
Addictd 2 texting!?! Fel u cn brk all recrds?? Dnt let ur talnt get wstd! Try ur luck at dis
innovative competition!!
Fashion Designing:
With the support of the going on trend hobby centre is going to conduct an event based
on fashion designing, wherein students will show [rather show off] their creative abilities.
Dance Workshop
Got the moves to rock the party? Or have the moves to mock it? Rockers and Mockers
both invited to learn hot and happening dance forms!!
Bookmark Designing:
The hobby centre encourages all the book-lovers to come forward and participate in this
book-y event.

HOBBY CENTRE 2009-10
1st term
“Say Cheeze’’ – Photography Wokshop:
On 16th September, 2009, a photography competition was held by a renowned
photographer Mr. Ravi Shekhar and his assistant Ms. Anuja Gupta. A day’s span was
given to the participants to capture all the lively moments and present it for the
competition.
“Starz, Colorz etc.’’ – T-shirt Painting:
On 16th September, 2009, itself, “Starz, Colorz etc.’’ was held which consisted of a Tshirt painting competition for students and teachers. More than 30 students participated
and even the teachers showed their creative side by painting some of the T-shirts. The
competition was judged by a well-known artist Mrs. Vipta Kapadia. The winners were
awarded cash prizes.

Tarot-card Reading and Numerology:
Simultaneously there was a workshop on Tarot card and Angel card reading by
recognized reader Ms. Rupa Chandan of Mysticue directions. A free reading was done for
all the teachers and students who attended the workshop.

B-Boying:
On 18th September, 2009, the celebrated artist Rahul Saxenna and his instructors
conducted a workshop on the western dance form B-Boying. It was huge success where
maximum students participated

2nd term
Spacetoon:
On 7th December, 2009, there was an event called “Spacetoon” – a workshop on “online
ad film making”. The workshop was conducted by Kids Media India Pvt. Ltd.

Chocolicious:
On 9th December, 2009, there was a chocolate appreciation workshop- “Chocolicious”
conducted by Mrs. Rabab. She taught the students to make 6-8 varieties of chocolates
through demonstration and gave some recipes also.
Jewellery Designing Competition:
On 9th December, 2009, Indian institute of jewellery (IJJ) conducted a workshop on
jewellery designing. IIJ faculty taught the students to make a design on paper with
colored pencils. Best three designs were rewarded with certificate from IIJ.
Magic of hands, Illusion of eyes:
On 9th December, 2009, the event was held on a street magic workshop called “Magic of
hand, Illusion of eyes” where Pratik- the magician showed some tricks to students and
also taught them a few.

